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Melbourne Raspberry Pi Hackers 

High Altitude Balloon (HAB) field test #5 report. 
 

Field test #5 was held on 28 February 2021 and no flying occurred as we started to agree on the final 

parts of the flight. We met at Melbourne Raspberry Pi Hackers (MRPH) HQ in Altona to bring together 

the payload, the two tracking solutions and build the filling rig.  

The crew for the day were Trevor, Harsh, Rohan, Andrew, Chris, Shan, Gregory and newcomer Rory. 

Support provided by Jet, Rocky and Nicole.  

 

The crew (l to r) – Rory, Rohan (kneeling), Chris, Harsh, Trevor (kneeling), Andrew and Shan. Greg absent. 

The goals for the day were: 

• Plan, purchase and build the filling mechanism for the balloons that we already have. 

• Check in on financial state of project. 

• Configure chase car setups to track the reflashed RS41 BoM sondes for the test flight. 

• Confirm the LoRA tracking setups. 

• Design the final configuration of the payload for the later flights. 

• Discuss progress on launch site and CASA submission. 
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Filling mechanism plan, purchase and build – part 1 
Everyone arrived at MRPH HQ around 10am and by 10:30am had unpacked we started to get into 

things. Chris showed the pressure and flow monitoring mechanism on the argon welding equipment 

that he has that we plan to repurpose for the fill mechanism. 

 

Chris explaining how the flow regulator works. 

After that a discussion was held about what parts were needed to build the flow regulator and we 

referred back to the checklist that Andrew had assembled based off Mark Jessop’s presentation/discord 

chats. Once the planning was done, the build team was assembled which consisted of Chris, Greg and 

Harsh. 

Financials 
Before the build team could go to Bunnings and spend money we checked in on the state of the 

financials and we are very happy to say that we have hit our initial funding goal of $750. This should 

allow us to get the equipment we need for the first flight and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) 

approvals.  

Of the costs budgeted to date the CASA costs look like they are going to be larger than expected and 

that may mean we will have very little left for the balloons and parachutes for later flights. However, 

until we know what the CASA costs actually are then we will operate on a “we have enough” and deal 

with the shortfall later. 

So the green light was given to the build team to go forth and buy the equipment needed! 
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Tracking confirmation 
Once the build team had left the rest of the group got into setting up the two tracking devices. Rohan 

turned on and set up the reflashed RS41 BoM radiosonde and the Flextrak outside so the devices could 

get a GPS lock. 

 

Flextrak + Pi Zero (left)  and reflashed RS41 BoM radiosonde (right) set up to get GPS signals.  

Shan had configured his horusdemodlib setup on a pi prior to arriving and within minutes had a lock 

on the RS41. Andrew proceeded to set the horus libraries for decoding the reflashed sonde on the Pi he 

uses for auto_rx/chasemapper to track and chase BoM weather balloons. With the occasional usage of 

sudo to solve a few permissions problems, telemetry form the sonde was soon appearing on the PC 

that was ssh’ed into the Pi. 

  

Telemetry received from the RS41.  
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Once you have the telemetry being captured then there is an option to feed it into the Chasemapper 

app on the Pi. This is where some problems were encountered. A new profile needed to be created in 

the chasemapper configuration file and a few typos caused some grief.  

In addition, the configuration file requires that some settings are defined, even though they aren’t used 

and Andrew had commented them out thinking they weren’t needed. Other hiccups included that it 

seems that only one configuration can be defined to use the serial GPS device, which make sense but 

isn’t obvious that you have to set all profiles bar one to serial = none to avoid problems. Also 

means switching between chasing BoM sondes and our reflashed sondes involves tweaking the config 

file for the GPS by the look of it. 

Eventually Andrew worked this out with help from Rohan and it was happily plotting away the location 

of the RS41 and chase car on chasemapper, plus sending the position to tracker.sondehub.org as well.  

So now we have four pi setups configured to track the RS41 in flight. This means we have a spare as we 

only have three chase cars. Having a spare is good in case there is a failure with one of the setups on the 

day. 

 

Serious nerding out going on… besides two tracking set ups (the CR-77 antennas) and the payload esky, there is also Rohan’s home-made tape 

measure yagi for tracking the sonde over the “last mile” (right side) and Chris’ RoboKitty project (top right of table). 

One of the challenges we have had in the past is recovering the LoRA telemetry data off the phone that 

the LoRA receiver is plugged into to track the flight. We can get the logs and photos when we recover 

the payload but we have no back up if we lose the payload. 

Rohan started playing with the LoRA receiver, as it is a serial device, and set up a script to send 

configuration settings and receive the telemetry to and from a PC. The python script could then be used 
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on the same Pi that we are using for the RS41 tracking meaning less equipment to cart around, devices 

to configure/wrangle and having to have extra backups for the LoRA tracking equipment. 

Rohan managed to successfully configure the LoRA receiver and the $$HAB string was being displayed 

on the terminal with telemetry. Rohan was still working on getting it to transmit to 

tracker.sondehub.org when we called it quits for the day.  

What is exciting is that we may be able to get in-flight photos transmitted as well! Rohan is going to 

work on that for our next meeting. 

 

Payload design and build. 
Trevor, Rory and Shan started working on the payload configuration of which the first decision was 

which side to put the hole for the camera. There had been a previous decision that we would only go 

with one camera to keep it simple. The was discussion about positioning the camera downwards or 

sideways and it was decided to go sideways so we can get our obligatory “black sky” photo :)  

Once that was decided Rory came up with an idea of how to create the camera hole with minimal 

damage to the esky using a heated drill bit. A test piece of foam was used to test the idea and the result 

was a nice tight fit. 

 

The test camera hole. 

Once the proof of concept had been proven, Rory went to work on the esky. In addition, he removed 

some of the additional material from around the hole so the camera would not be occluded by the 

edges of the foam. 
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Using a heated tool to create to chamfer the camera hole. 

The cable on the camera was swapped to a longer one so we had more flexibility with the layout of the 

other components and was then test fitted to the esky. 

  
 

Final camera hole and camera fitted. 

The other components were discussed, and it was agreed that we would have a foam platform with 

Velcro on the bottom to connect it to the base of the esky. The electronics – Flextrak, sensors and 

batteries would be secured to the foam base. By using Velcro we can easily take the electronics platform 

out of the esky, reconfigure it and then drop it back in easily. Then we can pack another layer of foam / 

bubble wrap on top to ensure it is insulated and held firmly in position for any impacts. 
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Rory resoldered one of the connections that had come loose on the sensor array and it was agreed that 

more work would need to be done by Harsh to ensure that it holds together during flight. 

Filling mechanism plan, purchase and build – part 2 
By this time, the build team had returned from Bunnings. Greg assembled the filling mechanism in 

record time besides a bit of gluing that will need to occur to keep the rig in one piece under pressure it is 

pretty much done. 

 
 

The haul from Bunnings. 

 
 

The assembled fill rig. 

 

The build teams also purchased PPE for the entire fill team as well as we are covered on that front. 

 

Launch location and CASA 
With lunch arriving the discussion turned to launch locations. Andrew has been doing daily predictions 

across several different launch profiles from the locations that have been suggested to date.  

The sites suggested to date have included the two amateur rocket association sites based in Serpentine, 

north of Bendigo and Drouin, east of Melbourne. Rory suggested adding Yea as a potential launch site as 

well. 

There is a clear preference from the predictions run to date for a site north of Bendigo. Other sites such 

as Wallan end up in the forests to the east. Lismore generally ends up in Port Philip Bay or Bass Strait 

and Drouin often ends in forest or ocean. 
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Legend: 
 
Tripoli Launch Range (Serpentine) : blue 
Goornong football ground : red 
Wallan recreational reserve : green 
Lismore recreational reserve : blue 
MARS launch range (Drouin) : aqua 
Wedderburn Oval : orange 
Yea : magenta 

 

Launch site predictions for 10:00 AEDST 1 March 2021, run that morning. 

The challenge with the rocket sites appears to be that we would have to combine our CASA approvals 

with the rocket site approvals and that it would be done under the rocket association’s Aviation 

Reference Numbers (ARN). This also means that a person from the rocket association would need to be 

onsite for all launches creating a restrictive constraint for both groups. 

It was decided that we would not progress the collaboration with the rocket association at this time. In 

future, there may be an opportunity to reconsider this situation. 

Of the remaining sites to the north, Andrew has scouted Goornong football field and it looks a good 

candidate with a reasonable clearance to get the balloon aloft without getting snagged on trees. Other 

sites such as the Serpentine football oval or Wedderburn Oval have only been viewed via Google 

satellite maps. 

To mitigate risk Chris and any others will scout the proposed launch sites and potentially identify others. 

Another suggestion was to door knock private landowners with good launch conditions and Chris will 

consider that as part of the scouting mission. Trevor also thought of emailing the MRPH membership to 

see if any members know someone in the area that who might have a suitable property. 

It was agreed that launching from private land is likely to be easier to arrange permission than a public 

location as CASA requires we have landowner approval to launch.  

Now that we have everything we need for the test launch - balloon, reflashed RS41 sonde that we can 

track and chase car set ups - the launch location and CASA approval are now becoming the roadblocks to 

our first launch. The two week delay caused by the snap COVID-19 lockdown in mid-February has also 

put us back at least a couple of weeks. 

As a result the test launch weekend will no longer be in March and a date in April will be determined 

allowing for the fact that CASA approval may take up to 28 days. 
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Next steps 
With the first launch not far away the tempo of work moves up a bit. 

1. Chris and others to scout launch locations weekend 6 and 7 March 2021. 

2. Trevor to email the membership to see if we can find someone who know the owner of a 

potential launch site. 

3. Greg to glue any parts of the filling rig required. 

4. Rory to fit the foam/Velcro base to the esky and test that the camera frame is not occluded. 

5. Harsh to fix up and solder on sensor array. 

6. Rohan to continue to work on the integration of the LoRA receiver to the Pi to: 

a. Log telemetry from the LoRA. 

b. Post the LoRA telemetry to tracker.sondehub.org. 

c. Transmit and capture image data. 

7. Rohan and Andrew to test chase car set up receiving LoRA telemetry and images. 

8. Rory to provide location to Andrew for Yea predictions. 

9. Once launch location determined, Andrew to update predictions. 

10. Andrew to continue updating the CASA application as information arrives. 

Next test/meetup will be Sunday 21 March 2021 at MRPH HQ and nearby park. The plan is to:  

• Calculate length, fabricate and attach the LoRA antenna to payload. 

• Assemble the final payload, weigh and photograph for CASA application. 

• Test three chase cars can receive the RS41 signal. 

• Test two chase cars can receive the LoRA signal, telemetry and images. 

• Test Rohan’s “last-mile” yagi antenna set up. 

• Undertake a rehearsal of a launch day activities. 

• Finalise launch location and chose target dates for first test launch. 

• Finalise CASA application. 

 

Jet assisting with unpacking the equipment. Rocky was kept outside to avoid adverse cat / dog interaction. 


